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TRANSFORMER 
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Abstract:  In this paper will be presented a possibility for realization of numerical protection system, 
for a transformer. In fact, this system is realized from any modules: a module for measured of current, 
a module for measured of tension, a data acquisition and processing system realized with 
microcontroller and communication module 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper will be presented a 
numerical protection system for an electrical 
transformer with two coiling system made of 
two protection types: maximal of current 
with a locking of minimal tension, and 
differential protection. The principle scheme 
of protection is presented in figure 1. 

Acquisition data system to get 
energetically parameters needed for the 
function of the protection system, so:  

 the tension V, from transformer VT, 
needed for realized  of the maximal of 
current with a blocking of minimal 
tension;  current I1 from CT1 transformer, needed 
for the realized maximal current but also 
for the achievement differential 
protection;  current I2 from CT2 transformer, needed 
for differential protection. 

2. FUNCTIONING OF 
PROTECTION 

The  protection  system working  when I >  
I prescribed and U measured < U 

prescribed and commands the opening of 
the interrupter, interrupting the supply 
circuit of protected transformer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1. Principle of protection 
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 This circuit remains interrupt until the 
improving of the default which has made 
the working of the protection. After that, 
the protection system passes in stand-by, 
and the alimentation circuit of the protected 
transformer will be put again under tension 
by a command made by the computer, or by 
a local command of starting.  
 In the case of local command are kept 
the values prescribed for the current and 
tension, before unleash of the protection, 
and in the case of PC command the restart 
of the protection may be made with another 
prescribed values for tension and current. 
 For differential protection in the 
protected circuit are assembling the two 
transducers of current for measuring the 
currents I1 and I2. The output of those 
transducers is connecting at the reading of 
current module, which transforms the 
alternative current signal in continuous 

tension signal. The two continuous tensions 
are converting in numerical signals by the 
ADS7841 analogical-numerical converter, 
commanded by the microcontroller. The 
block scheme is presented in figure 2. 
 The microcontroller is calculating the 
difference in absolute value between the 
two currents and compares the result with 
the value received from the computer 
corresponding to the admitted difference 
between those two currents. If the result 
sent by the microcontroller is bigger than 
the received value from the computer,  
unleash of the protection will be 
commanded. Next, the microcontroller is 
waiting for commends from the PC and 
local commands. As local command is the 
manual unleash of the protection. From PC 
can be command working of the protection, 
command witch is accepted in automat 
working mod only. 
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Also, can be change the maximal value 
of difference between those two currents. 
The microcontroller sent to PC the 
information about protection state, in the 
working case but also in the unleash case of 
this. The acquisition module communicates 
with the computer by communication 
module, witch realized and galvanized 
isolation, numerical system realizations 
however adaptation of necessary level.  

3. THE NUMERICAL SYSTEM 

 Signal’s adaptor (adjustable) assures the 
conversion current – tension or tension – 
tension, depending of the input signal and 
the values of the resistors. Also, this 
adaptor increases the current ability of 
reading module. Precision rectifier together 
the peak detector allows the obtained 
tension at the output, which has a value 
proportional with the effective value of 
input signal, by adjusting gain amplifier of 
rectifier. The gain adjusting is necessary for 
according the output signal from reading 
module with inputs of acquisition module. 
The logical scheme for the functioning of 
protection system is show in figure 3  
 Data acquisition module is development 
around the AT89S52 microcontroller, 
which has a function to command another 
circuits, to achievement the communication 
cu central dispatcher and to elaborate 
decisions in order achievement protection’s 
functioning.  
 The AT89S52 is a low-voltage, high-
performance CMOS 8-bit microcomputer 
with 8K bytes of Flash programmable and 
erasable read only memory (PEROM). The 
device is manufactured using Atmel’s high-
density nonvolatile memory technology and 
is compatible with the industry-standard 
MCS-51 instruction set. By combining a 
versatile 8-bit CPU with Flash on a 
monolithic chip, the Atmel AT89S52 is a 
powerful microcomputer which provides a 

highly-flexible and cost-effective solution 
to many embedded control applications. 
 The AT89S52 provides the 
following standard features: 8K bytes of 
Flash, 128 bytes of RAM, 32 I/O lines, two 
16-bit timer/counters, a five vector two-
level interrupt architecture, a full duplex 
serial port, a precision analog comparator, 
on-chip oscillator and clock circuitry. In 
addition, the AT89S52 is designed with 
static logic for operation down to zero 
frequency and supports two software 
selectable power saving modes. The Idle 
Mode stops the CPU while allowing the 
RAM, timer/counters, serial port and 
interrupt system to continue functioning. 
The power-down mode saves the RAM 
contents but freezes the oscillator disabling 
all other chip functions until the next 
hardware reset. 
The serial port of AT89S52 is full duplex, 
which means it can transmit and receive 
simultaneously. It is also receive-buffered, 
which means it can begin receiving a 
second byte before a previously received 
byte has been read from the receive register. 
(However, if the first byte still has not been 
read when reception of the second byte is 
complete, one of the bytes will be lost.) 

Analog - digital conversion is achievement 
with ADS7841 circuit, which is a 12 bits 
analogical – numerical converter with 4 
input channels. Also, in the acquisition 
module structure is: 

 memorizing of settings module, for 
keeping the different  prescribed  values, 
in disappeared supply tension case;  setting address module, for physical 
ascribing a only address for each 
acquisition module for recognizing by 
informatical application’s program;  communication module, which assures the 
communication with central dispatcher  
(PC), and also, optical isolation of data 
bus. 
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Figure 3. Logical of protection 
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 CONCLUSION 

 Using the protection equipments with 
microcontroller presents the following 
advantages: 

 the characteristics of the numerical 
components are slightly sensitive to 
variations of temperature and charging 
tension;  the performances of the digital 
components don't change (the data 
saved in memory, in any  zone of it, 
remain unchanged);  the precision of the obtained results is 
very high;  the protection equipments become 
much flexible with the help of a 
suitable software;  the working speed of the numerical 
systems is an important advantage in 
making the numerical protections 
because the reply times vary between 
some hundred μs and some ms. 

 
Differential and maximal numerical 
protection is a fast, selective method of 
protection against short-circuits which is 
applied in many variants for electrical 
machines, transformers, bus bars, and 
electric lines. This numerical protection is 
an extremely versatile protection and gives 

feedback for the different transformer 
operating conditions. This feedback was 
not previously available to the relay user.  
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